BARN AREA DRIVING POLICY
Effective Monday, September 24, 2012
The only people permitted to drive a vehicle in the barn area during training hours are as follows:


Trainers allocated stalls in the HCCTR barn area*



Veterinarians licensed by the WVRC and holding a valid HCCTR badge



Blacksmiths licensed by the WVRC and holding a valid HCCTR badge



HCCTR Racing Personnel



HCCTR Security Personnel



Horses shipping into the receiving barn to train or race



Commercial equine transportation vans carrying horses remaining on HCCTR property

* Trainers or assistant trainers that are registered as secondary caretakers for a trainer allocated stalls
must see the racing office. In that instance, the ability to drive may be granted on a case by case basis
(e.g. if a secondary caretaker has oversight over a trainer’s split string division stabled at HCCTR)

Trainers allocated stalls shipping in horses to their barn on HCCTR property may not do so while training
is being conducted. They must ship in during the training break or when training has been completed for
the day.
There will be no A.M. vendor deliveries until after training hours have been completed. No vendor
deliveries will be permitted during the training break.

Trainers allocated stalls in the HCCTR barn area must see HCCTR Security prior to the effective date of
this policy to have markings put on their HCCTR badge indicating they are currently allocated stalls. As
they show the badge ordinarily to enter the main stable gate, this should make for easy identification.
HCCTR Security will also have a barn list at the stable gate to use as a backup.
For trainers allocated stalls, the following actions apply against any individual cited in violation of this
policy (which includes loaning their badge to someone not permitted to drive in the barn area) in a twentyfour (24) month period:
 A six (6) month suspension of the person’s driving privileges in the barn area following the first
offense.
 A loss of all stalls allocated to the trainer on HCCTR grounds following a second offense
 An indefinite ejection from HCCTR grounds following a third offense
For all others, the following actions apply against any individual cited in violation of this policy (which
includes loaning their badge to someone not permitted to drive in the barn area) in a twenty-four (24)
month period:
 A six (6) month suspension of all driving privileges in the barn area following the first offense.
 A six (6) month ejection from HCCTR grounds following a second offense
 An indefinite ejection from HCCTR grounds following a third offense

